Simultaneous assessment of both lung morphometry and gas exchange function within a single breath-hold by hyperpolarized 129 Xe MRI.
During the measurement of hyperpolarized 129 Xe magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) technique provides valuable information for the assessment of lung morphometry at the alveolar level, whereas the chemical shift saturation recovery (CSSR) technique can evaluate the gas exchange function of the lungs. To date, the two techniques have only been performed during separate breaths. However, the request for multiple breaths increases the cost and scanning time, limiting clinical application. Moreover, acquisition during separate breath-holds will increase the measurement error, because of the inconsistent physiological status of the lungs. Here, we present a new method, referred to as diffusion-weighted chemical shift saturation recovery (DWCSSR), in order to perform both DWI and CSSR within a single breath-hold. Compared with sequential single-breath schemes (namely the 'CSSR + DWI' scheme and the 'DWI + CSSR' scheme), the DWCSSR scheme is able to significantly shorten the breath-hold time, as well as to obtain high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) signals in both DWI and CSSR data. This scheme enables comprehensive information on lung morphometry and function to be obtained within a single breath-hold. In vivo experimental results demonstrate that DWCSSR has great potential for the evaluation and diagnosis of pulmonary diseases.